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Overview
Exostar has partnered with ISMS Applications to provide suppliers a tool that develops and assesses policies to comply with NIST 800-171. PolicyPro runs
on ISMS Applications’ cloud platform.

PolicyPro helps suppliers save time and effort to develop and assess policies. By using our platform, you can quickly customize policy templates to build
an effective set of policies that will secure your CUI, comply with NIST 800-171 standard and provide your organization with a robust security policy set.
You can also assess these newly created policies or any existing policies for gaps and missing information with PolicyPro’s assessment tool. It is
significantly cheaper than hiring a third-party auditor or consultant to come in and build these policies for you.

Click the arrow below to read further about general PolicyPro FAQs.

General FAQs
Who is ISMS Applications?
Exostar has partnered with ISMS Applications to provide suppliers a tool that develops and assesses policies to comply with NIST 800-171. PolicyPro runs
on ISMS Applications’ cloud platform.

Why PolicyPro?
PolicyPro helps suppliers save time and effort to develop and assess policies. By using our platform, you can quickly customize policy templates to build
an effective set of policies that will secure your CUI, comply with NIST 800-171 standard and provide your organization with a robust security policy set.
You can also assess these newly created policies or any existing policies for gaps and missing information with PolicyPro’s assessment tool. It is
significantly cheaper than hiring a third-party auditor or consultant to come in and build these policies for you.

Who needs PolicyPro?
Many SMB’s (Small to medium sized businesses) have little-to-no personnel dedicated to compliance and standards. With limited resources and
knowledge, PolicyPro can assist your company with an easy to use platform that will walk you through creating your policies to comply with NIST 800-171
as well as provide you feedback on items you may have missed on your policies.
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Stay tuned...
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